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Andersen, James

KDO From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ODonohue, Kathleen -

Thursday, March 25, 2010 6:12 PM
Andersen, James -A)O
FW: Request: Public Availability of SECYs and SRMS concerning SOARCA

Jim:

I received the M. Marshall email (below) asking for recommendations on SECYs and SRMs that could
be released to the public (with and without being redacted) and a proposed due date.

I forwarded this request to Pat Santiago (Res TA), also asking for a resource estimate on the effort,

Pat replied with a list, a resource estimate and a recommended due date.

My question is: What is the mechanism to forward the reply to the Chairman's office?

I believe an email directly to Michael would be the quickest and cleanest plan forward at this point.
As you can see (below) Michael did not actually request action beyond the gathering of the
information.

Let me know,

Kathleen

O8er/From: Marshall, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 4:28 PM
To: ODonohue, Kathleen
Cc: Monninger, John; Hipschman, Thomas
Subject: Request: Public Availability of SECYs and SRMS concerning SOARCA

Hello Kathleen,

The chairman would like to make all the SECYs and SRMs concerning SOARCA available to the public, even if
portions of the documents would need to be redacted.

Please, provide the Chairman a recommendation of:

(1) Which SECYs and SRMs concerning SOARCA that are not currently publicly available that can be
released to the public and

(2) What portions of the other SECYs and SRMs concerning SOARCA that are not currently available that
would need to be redacted to enable their release to the public.

After this request has been considered, please, provide an estimated date by which this request will be
completed. Thanks in advance for your assistance.

Michael L. Marshall, Jr.
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Policy Advisor for Reactors
Office of the Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1750
Email: michael.marshallknrc..qov
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